
Intramural Singles Tennis Tournament

Starting the Game
1. There will be a coin toss to determine who will serve first.
2. No jewelry or jeans will be worn during the match. Players also cannot wear open-toed

or open-heeled shoes or any non-athletic shoes or clothing.
3. Players must use FitRec provided rackets and balls.
4. BUID must be shown to the court supervisor. prior to the start of the match

Serving
1. The server stands behind the baseline, in between the center mark and the sideline.
2. The ball has to go over the top of the net on a serve.
3. Your serve must reach the service box on the other side of the court.
4. If the serve drops outside of the service box, you get a second chance to serve.
5. You get two chances to serve. When you miss a serve, it is called a "fault."
6. You cannot serve the ball before your receiver is ready.

Receiving the Ball
1. You can stand wherever you want when receiving a serve, but the tennis ball cannot be

allowed to bounce into the service box.
2. If the serve is good, you must hit the ball back to the server.
3. The serve receiver has to let the ball bounce one time before hitting it back.
4. If you hit the ball before it bounces, the server gets the point.

Scoring
1. Games will be decided in one set to 8.
2. The standard tennis format will be used and goes as follows:

● Love = Zero
● First point = 15
● Second point = 30
● Third point = 40
● Fourth point = Game
● When calling the score, the server’s score is always called first.



Deuce and Advantage
1. If the score is tied 40-40, or 40-all, it is called Deuce. When one player scores the point

after deuce, the score is called Advantage (or Ad).
2. Ad In or Advantage Server means the serving player scored, and Ad Out or Advantage

Receiver indicates that the receiving player scored. If the advantage player scores the
next point, they win, or score Game. If the advantage player loses the next point, the
score becomes Deuce again.

3. This continues until one of the players scores two points in a row for Game.

Tie-Breakers
1. Points in a tie-break game are scored consecutively: zero, 1, 2, 3, and so on. In order to

win the tie-breaker, a player must score 7 points and have at least 2 more points than
their opponent.

2. The tie-break game continues until one player's score is at least 2 points higher than the
other's. In a tie-break game, whichever player's turn it is to serve next, gets to serve the
first point. The next two points are served by the other player, and then each player
takes turns serving for two points in a row until there is a winner.

3. Whoever serves first in the tie-break game becomes the receiver in the first game of the
next set.


